
will alexander
Texas Blind salamander

an empTy ciTadel of wings
sTeaming silicaTe fragmenTaTion

flameless asTeroid somnifics
primordial lion radiance
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Texas Blind salamander feelings

Its sonar glowing
its eyes
inverted aphid’s scrolls
having taken on the tenor of nautical -turpentine sparks
creeping reptilian polyps
being sulphur as in-lunation
not unlike flameless snow fields re-inverting being the dialectical polarity of magma 
being molten underground intarsias
their movement
not unlike the wind from a primitive whispering axe

one thinks of the electro-chimerical firing of axons
of open optical annihilation pulsing through phantoms of emptiness

again one thinks of deserted centaur colonies
of hidden retinal satin
of juniper vines distorted as ionized cometary hair

the latter being an abstract fovea
invisible cortical cells
akin to their liquifous genes
to the rote that moves through their strange genetic calliope

this being sight
not unlike prophecy
or shapeless bells in the mirror of the skin catching fire as somnific vibration
as Antarctic anemia
like the Irminger current
or the deep barbarian steam within rubies

& the opera
inside its flesh shapes
a strange refractive iodine gone missing
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an empTy ciTadel of wings

The view from above
an empty citadel of wings
rising via incalcuable vapour
as a flashing thorax Sun
as the ghostly ruins of seeming seasonal metrics
being rain that pours on ghostly aural beaches
its white noise
its curious polar inconclusion
riveting as mist
being skull-less anthropology as absorption
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sTeaming silicaTe fragmenTaTion

Perhaps
more crystalline
than interior translucence
than marbled coracle phantoms
sailing across a fulminated bay of seals
paradoxically alive
as troubling lenticular power

this being the sight strained
to such a degree
that the voice loses foci
with its sorcerous animal whirlings
with its colubrine nightmares
with its sound from a muted ravens’ wick

the sight with its feverish structural power springing from a phlogotic oxygen
from the minerals of inverse Martian blazes

this being the biaxial as crystal
something other than Saturnian
being orectic fire as the substance of Mars
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flameless asTeroid somnifics

A wave of black anodyne deliveries enflamed trajectories
as soundless pentacostal barbed wire rains smouldering as blood flare
as blinding cometary wheat
perhaps ornaments of rust from blinding sun dimensions
alive as inverted sapphire amulets
spun by a thread of flameless asteroid somnifics
being beautific ossuary teeth
transmuting dread of living cranial dimensions
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primordial lion radiance

These waters
encircled by greenish knives of glass
by the blank high water of lava
being a tourniquet of proto-gulls
of sqaundered manganese through distance
of transmuted solar eruption
diametrically fueling creeping animal fats & sugars
through heavenly intestinal voltage
moving through loops & branches of subliminal intensity
being utterance through ubiquitous centaur wings
through avernal Apache ravines
through migrational cometary stomas

given the fact that the galaxy boils
that it remains the cosmic return of solar x-ray blizzards
they
being an a-temporal blast of enigma & heresy
emerging
as glistenimg thermal ascension
rising from pressures formed from translucent constellations
emerging as sundial viridians
giving off rays of intermediate movement they being rays of curious osmium auroras
of paradoxical transmigration
allowing light to preserve curious axial emanation

not unlike illusive sonar plankton
traversing pressures that beam
from the simultaneity that trembles as glass 
being a powerful hermetic assignation
apocalyptic
oily
buzzing
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not unlike curvilnear refraction
being buffeted refraction in spectacular emerald zones

here
a kind of molten spittle rages
being a seismic biography of proto-Sumerian summas
transcending
its physiological opacity
its thermal eyeflash blinkings

of course
its rising androgyny
its blazing genes at the outer poles of blindness
with its fluidic ire
eating through the stones of eternity


